Films of Vision + Hope

3/12 Reflections

In Transition

- Transition tavern was exciting
- Green drinks - talk with others about the environment
- Thinking about what is the world that we want to live in - imagine it
- Unhappiness with not knowing our neighbors + working long hours - exciting to remediate it
- Struck by Thrashing it out with neighbors - we don’t know what will come out of it but we’re working through it together
- How do we involve our locales with various backgrounds?
- Festivals - it’s a party - not just a protest
- Bring people together with music
- Is the Bay Area self-sufficient + a block + a sustainable
- Holmgren Permaculture

- Laneshaw is exciting - memorial + oil and gas
- Partner with local government + Neighborhood Associations
- Cooking with fresh things, gardening, composting, CSA
- The future is scary - this grassroots movement brings hope - community growing
- Smart to start with Peak oil - can imagine alternatives - encourages going real but can’t do it as well. Most people get that it’s a problem
- When gas hits $4 people will get it
- The role of children was nice - showing what it means to be
- People commute for which makes it difficult - plan for ways to live + the City to help people not need to commute
- Liked envisioning the future + then take steps to get there - to support + recognize groups active doing things
- Awareness + realize people share these ideas
- This area is likely to encounter an earthquake + natural disaster - prepare with the community, how can we come together - emerging plan
- Loved emphasis on necessity to know it is done - worked on water reserves - Solutions are fun
- The vehicle to get to our destination is the movement
- Natural human way to engage - see + get people involved